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The multi-residential market continues
to evolve at a fast pace from the
repurposing of existing assets, to
integrating retail components into new
and retrofit projects, to how technology
seems to be transforming the industry.
The drive to evolve to stay up to date on
the latest trends and industry changes
has propelled many companies forward in
recent years.
Excitement among owners and operators
regarding technology integrations within
their portfolios and how it can affect
both operations and the lives of tenants
has reached new heights. With so many
marketing, operating and lifestyle tools in
the market, the opportunities and equally
the challenges of staying current and
competitive are many.
The ongoing challenge of working with
various levels of government at all
ends of the spectrum adds yet another
layer of complexity to an already fast
changing environment. From affordable
housing, to transit oriented development,
to intensification strategies and finally
to measures to protect tenants against
rising rents; working alongside municipal,
provincial and national governmental
offices has proven to present several
issues and hopefully opportunities to
leverage, if approached correctly.

As the retail market shifts to more omnichannel and developments race towards
a more mixed-use design, the multiresidential space is now able to offer
tenants substantially more in the way of
amenities than previously available. This
new quality of tenant life and expectations
has raised the bar in terms of competition
for newer projects while at the same time
highlighted some challenges to operating
and owning older assets.
The Canadian multi-family market is
a great place to be today. Cap rate
compression combined with strong
rental demand in core markets has led
to substantial new construction for the
first time in decades in some markets.
With such strong demand from a leasing
and investment perspective; change
is only improving operations and asset
offerings in the market and the level of
sophistication of tenants and owners has
advanced substantially over the recent
years. It is an exciting environment in
which to work.
The balance of 2017 and first part of
2018 will see many changes and we are
very pleased to be showcasing trends,
opportunities and challenges at this year’s
Conference. Thank you for attending, may
it inform, enlighten and inspire as you
manage, transform and operate within the
Canadian multi-residential market.
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DO YOU SEE CAP RATES
INCREASING, DECREASING OR
STAYING THE SAME OVER THE
NEXT 12 MONTHS - AND WHY?

“

I think cap rates will be stable with a modest bias to
the downside. They have compressed substantially
in the last year in some markets, and I think the
market needs some time to adjust to these levels.
Greg Romundt, President & CEO,
Centurion Asset Management Inc.
Flat or marginally up. The low turnover will prevent
investors from achieving the lifts they require in the
same amount of time, hereby requiring an immediate
and higher return.
Michael Betsalel, Senior Vice President,
Multi-Residential Advisory Group, JLL
Flat to slightly increasing given higher debt costs
driven by increasing bond rates mitigated by continued
strong interest from local and international buyers.
Mark Achtemichuk, Vice President & Managing
Director, Investor Relations, CMLS Financial Ltd.
Many of us at QuadReal have deep experience in
the residential asset class, through numerous cycles,
and as a result, our views of these markets are
shaped by our disciplined approach to research and
hard-earned experiences. We feel that capitalization
rates will remain stable or decrease slightly over the
next 12 months.
In markets such as Alberta, where revenues have
generally trended lower over the past year, we have
seen reduced overall valuations, but as there is still
substantial investor interest for residential product,
cap rates have remained stable, and we expect this
stability to continue.
In the markets in BC and Ontario where QuadReal
operates, we’ve found that cap rates continue to
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decrease due to very strong occupancy and growth
rates, a limited amount of new rental construction
to meet the needs of the market and the resulting
continued interest of domestic and foreign investors
who seek strong capital and income growth. We
see this trend continuing in BC, while moderating
slightly in Ontario due to recent changes in rent
control legislation.
Anthony Lanni, Senior Vice President, Residential,
QuadReal Property Group
We see cap rate staying flat even though bond
yields will rise. The cap rates will remain flat because
the demand for the asset class is increasing and
institutional capital keeps flowing into the sector which
outweighs the negative impact of interest rate hikes
Ugo Bizzarri, Founding Managing Director,
Portfolio Management & Investments,
Timbercreek Asset Management
The US, and indeed most of the G20 Governments,
are increasingly embattled and are proving
themselves to be less trustworthy to both voters and
investors evidenced by rising Bond yields from their
lows in mid 2016. As we move through 2017 and
into 2018, we see the trend of rising Bond yields
and mistrust accelerating which should serve to
liberate vast sums of institutional monies from the
Government Bond market. Income producing real
estate will be one of the beneficiaries of significant
institutional money exiting Bonds. Given the general
lack of investment grade product, we would expect
to see increased competition for the best assets
causing downward pressure on cap rates.
Ian Stewart, Co- CEO, Wyse Meter Solutions

”
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The proof is in our results.

Our integrated solutions deliver more value-add for our clients.
As the market grows increasingly sophisticated and complicated, more than just traditional brokerage abilities
are required. The TD team combines market-leading property brokerage capabilities with investment banking
expertise and an experienced mortgage group to ensure top values are achieved.
The proof is in our results. Our team currently has over $11.7 billion in multi-family mortgage loans throughout
Canada. We are pleased to announce the following sales that have taken place over the past 6 months:

1,100

1,500

550

1,300

700,000 sq. ft.

Rental Units Sold
across 8 Complexes

Rental Units Sold
across 13 Complexes†

Rental Units Sold
across 1 Complex†

Rental Units Sold
across 37 acres†

Multi-Family Residential
Land Sales††

GTA

Hamilton

London

Halifax

GTA

For more information, please contact:
Jamie Ziegel*

David Bloomstone***

Ashley Martis**

Managing Director
416 308 5606
jamie.ziegel@tdsecurities.com

Director
416 982 5694
david.bloomstone@tdsecurities.com

Director
416 982 4814
ashley.martis@tdsecurities.com

Note: The parties identified as *Broker of Record, **Broker and **Sales Representative are licensed with TD Cornerstone Commercial Realty Inc. and are registered in accordance with RECO. They also hold the market titles
shown with respect to TD Securities Inc. The real estate brokerage activities of TD Securities Inc. are conducted through TD Cornerstone Commercial Realty Inc., registered real estate brokerage.
TD Securities is a trademark of The Toronto-Dominion Bank, representing TD Securities Inc., TD Securities (USA) LLC, TD Securities Limited, London and certain investment activities of the Toronto-Dominion Bank.
® The TD logo and other trademarks are the property of The Toronto-Dominion Bank. † Acted as co-advisors †† Announced in July 2016
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WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT OPPORTUNITIES TO
FOCUS ON IN 2017/2018?

“

As an active, experienced and forward-looking
investor, we see three main areas of focus for our
business over the next year:
First, we feel that investing in our properties to make
them more cost efficient is a priority as markets expand
rent controls or attempt to control rent growth. This
includes retrofitting existing sites as well as pushing
the design of new sites to incorporate market leading
sustainability and efficiency initiatives. As part of this
investment, QuadReal is focusing on creating and
delivering a best-in-class service approach to our
properties, enabling our talented resident service
teams to both improve resident experiences and gain a
deeper insight into the performance of our properties.
Second, given strong capitalization rates and
anticipated (or in place) changes to legislation that
can impact rents, we are evaluating ways to optimize
revenues and manage resident expiry profiles to be
able to selectively drive revenues where appropriate &
where market conditions warrant it.
Finally, we view continued development of bestin-class product as an opportunity to further focus
on over 2017/2018. We are looking for ways to
bring in suites and amenities that reflect the needs
and desires of today’s renters, acknowledging that
this isn’t always possible to do in an existing built
environment. Having a specialty in development
allows QuadReal to bring in new methodologies,
finishes and ways of doing business to our existing
portfolio, while creating assets in markets that are
designed to outperform from day one.
Anthony Lanni, Senior Vice President, Residential,
QuadReal Property Group

There is a great opportunity to promote the benefits
of renting over home ownership. Purpose-built rental
is designed with the end-user in mind, especially
when the suite needs to be rented (and remain
occupied) in perpetuity. Combined with the fact
that rental is often times more affordable and the
advantages of security of tenure, rental has the
opportunity to be more appealing to consumers.
Todd Nishimura, Director, Marketing,
Vertica Resident Services, GWL Realty Advisors Inc.
The most significant opportunity I see for 2017 /2018
is the increased focus by apartment owners is to
maximize development opportunities on existing land
holdings by creating vertical or horizontal additions
to existing apartment buildings or finding areas on
the existing lots to create new built forms.
Clifford Korman, Founding Partner, Architect,
Kirkor Architects
Continued development of new purpose built
rental, particularly on non-residential sites, such as
intensifying plazas and mixed use developments.
Michael Betsalel, Senior Vice President,
Multi-Residential Advisory Group, JLL
As the major cities in Canada continue to urbanize,
there will be more and more opportunities to
reposition, improve, and add density to existing
apartment assets.
Mark Achtemichuk, Vice President & Managing
Director, Investor Relations, CMLS Financial Ltd.

The Alberta market B: Intensification / development
of existing sites C: Walking away from deals that are
too expensive
Ugo Bizzarri, Founding Managing Director,
Portfolio Management & Investments,
Timbercreek Asset Management
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CONFIDENTLY
BUILDING SUCCESS
To lead in this industry is to understand how
to help real estate developers, owners, and
investors thrive. That’s why Trez Capital has
earned its position at the forefront of commercial
mortgage lending over the past 20 years. We
appreciate the difference that flexible financing
solutions, quick approvals and competitive pricing
can make in achieving your goals.
Allow us to show you how the next generation
of development starts.
CONTACT
Vancouver
Eric Horie
604-647-3422
Toronto
Peter Dimakarakos
416-350-1208
Dallas
John Hutchinson
214-545-0952
Palm Beach
Brett Forman
561-588-0132

trezcapital.com
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WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT OPPORTUNITIES TO
FOCUS ON IN 2017/2018? CONT’

“

Utilities continue to rise at rates that are significantly
in excess of inflation and indeed rent increases.
Comprehensive utility expense management,
including submetering, will continue to be essential to
the financial performance of a multi residential asset.
Ian Stewart, Co- CEO, Wyse Meter Solutions,
As housing prices remain high in many sectors the
demand for mid to high quality rental apartments is
increasing for a number of reasons. One of the most
predominate reasons within many markets is the
increased demand as baby boomers transition from
home owners to renters as their needs and lifestyles
change. As 25% of the Canadian population now
falls within this demographic the opportunity for
building revitalization and new construction exists in
order to bring a good quality rental accommodation
to a group of people with appetite for it.

Given that some rental markets are extremely tight,
and opportunities to grow externally seem limited
by the high pricing expectations of sellers, owners
should be focused internally to drive rents and
operating efficiencies as these are the least risky and
highest yielding investments in todays’ environment.
Greg Romundt, President & CEO,
Centurion Asset Management Inc.

Matthew Organ, President, Skyline Apartment

A Comprehensive Overview and In-Depth Look Into the
Multi-Unit Residential Market

”
Palais des congrès de Montréal
February 13, 2018  realestateforums.com
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New SUBSCRIPTION REPORT

GTA EDITION

A brand new, monthly digest
featuring key market tracking material

Top-of-the-Line Analysis & Insights on:

New “high-rise” sector
(condominium apartment, loft & stacked townhouse)
Broader resale and
new home market context
Key performance metrics (KPIs)
New project openings
Consumer housing-related behaviour and
homebuying intentions

To subscribe or learn more, email us at

datasolutionsinfo@altusgroup.com

AltusAnalytics
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2017 Featured Apartment Transactions
Greater Toronto Area - Etobicoke

Greater Toronto Area - North York

Greater Golden Horseshoe - Guelph

Address:

2777 Kipling Ave.

Address:

190-200 Exbury Rd.

Address:

1042 Paisley Rd.

Price:

$55,000,000

Price:

$65,700,000

Price:

$55,920,000

Price/unit:

$169,321

Price/unit:

$213,312

Price/unit:

$310,667

Purchaser:

Minto Properties

Purchaser:

Azuria Group

Purchaser:

Starlight Investments

City of Edmonton

City of Calgary

City of Vancouver

Address:

11147 82nd Ave. N.W.

Address:

1710 Radisson Dr. S.E.

Address:

1260 Harwood St.

Price:

$12,000,000

Price:

$24,000,000

Price:

$42,000,000

Price/unit:

$118,812

Price/unit:

$184,615

Price/unit:

$385,321

Purchaser:

GWL Realty Advisors

Purchaser:

Minto Properties

Purchaser:

Hollyburn Properties Ltd.

AltusAnalytics
SOFTWARE | DATA | CONNECTIVITY
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Transactions by Market Area

Altus Group Limited, makes no representation about the accuracy, completeness, or the suitability of the material represented herein for the particular purposes of any reader and such material
may not be copied, duplicated or re-distributed in any form or by any means without the prior written permission of Altus Group Limited. Altus Group Limited assumes no responsibility or liability
without limitation for any errors or omissions in the information contained in the material represented. E&O.E.

DATA SOLUTIONS

altusgroup.com/datasolutions
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WHAT WILL BE THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT CHANGE TO
THE MARKET OVER THE
NEXT 12 MONTHS?

“

I think rental markets will continue to tighten
significantly in many markets across the country
as the market seems to be shifting from ownership
towards rental. This seems to be driven by high
prices which are making it harder for new purchasers
to enter the market and macroprudential changes
from the federal and provincial governments to slow
the real estate market. Rents in some markets could
rise substantially due to low availability.
Greg Romundt, President & CEO,
Centurion Asset Management Inc.
Depending on the strength of the Canadian dollar
and further increases in interest rates, a possibility
exists that foreign institutions may pull back from
recent interest levels to focus on different real estate
asset classes or different geographical markets.
David Hanick, Vice President Corporate Development
& General Counsel, Starlight Investments
The most significant change to the market will
include the renewed interest in purpose built rental
from both the private and now the public sector
beginning with CMHC’s rental housing finance
initiative. A second change will be the impact and
responses to shorter term rentals now made common
through online applications and processes.

I see that the advent of rent controls and the rise in
interest rates that will cool the real estate sales market
might indeed help the rental industry because there
will be a shortage of affordable supply.
Clifford Korman, Founding Partner, Architect,
Kirkor Architects
With a significant amount of new purpose-built
rental supply hitting the market, most of which at
the higher-end of the spectrum, firms will be forced
to raise their game in how their projects will be
positioned, marketed and leased.
Todd Nishimura, Director, Marketing,
Vertica Resident Services, GWL Realty Advisors Inc.
Continued shortage in the supply of rental housing
will present opportunities for landlords to invest in
their existing properties to enhance value through
2017/2018.
Paul Smith, Chief Administrative Officer,
The DMS Group
This most significant change to the market will be a
stagnant rental market with very low turnover. Low
vacancy will continue to push asking rents and in
turn will keep tenants in their existing apartments.

Mark Achtemichuk, Vice President & Managing
Director, CMLS Financial Ltd.

Michael Betsalel, Senior Vice President,
Multi-Residential Advisory Group, JLL

As we move through 2017 and into 2018, we expect
to see increasing participation in the Canadian multi
residential market by large US players as Canada
is perceived to be a safe haven made even more
attractive by a weakened Canadian dollar.

OMB – will slow down development in Ontario B:
Bank rates will flatten out after two more hikes C:
Asset allocation will increase for real estate to 20%

Ian Stewart, Co- CEO, Wyse Meter Solutions

Ugo Bizzarri, Founding Managing Director,
Portfolio Management & Investments,
Timbercreek Asset Management
cont. on page 16
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Recognized Leader in North American
Multi-Family and Commercial Real Estate
Institutional Asset Manager
Disciplined Visionaries
Exceptional Returns

$7.5B

500

Properties
Assets Under
Management Across Canada
and the U.S.

34,000 4.6M
Multi-Family
Units

Commercial
Square Feet
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WHAT WILL BE THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT CHANGE TO
THE MARKET OVER THE
NEXT 12 MONTHS? CONT’

“

The re-emergence of the Canadian apartment
development industry will be the biggest story in
apartments for the next several years. Across the
country, home builders and condo developers,
shopping centre operators, hoteliers, land owners,
and institutional investors are all active in new
apartment construction. At SVN Rock Advisors Inc.,
Brokerage, we track all new apartment construction
across Canada. From 1991-2013, there were about
400 apartment buildings built in Canada. Today, that
number is well over 1,000 new apartment buildings
(built since 1991). From the number of feasibility
studies we do every year, we can confidently predict
much more new apartment construction than what’s
historically been built in Canada.
One of the most difficult parts of my job as a broker
is to predict forward-looking cap rates, and that is
especially difficult with new apartment construction
in major cities because there have been so few
trades of new buildings. I think the cap rate spread
between new apartment construction and buildings
with latent values in the rent roll will compress as
time goes on because a lot of that latent value in the
rent roll is being realized by existing owners of these
older buildings.
The Canadian real estate industry needs to realize
that there is a severe shortage of “merchant
apartment builders” across Canada to meet the
apartment demand from tenants, investors, and
financiers. Many real estate developers already have
70-80% of all the development and construction
skills they need to build apartments. They ought to
take the time to learn the nuances of apartments and
enter a sector that is about to enter a long bull run.
Derek Lobo, Chief Executive Officer,
SVN Rock Advisors Inc.
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The single biggest opportunity for apartment
investment is vacant office buildings.
In cities across Canada, 1970’s office buildings
are half vacant, with tenants moving to newer and
more flexible office towers. The aging building
stock is being replaced more quickly than it can be
repurposed, leaving tired buildings that are in need
of recapitalization. These partially empty buildings
present a great investment opportunity. Since the
1990’s a few office buildings have been converted
into residential occupancies, either as condos or as
apartments, every year. The opportunity this coming
year is significant. Here are the top three reasons why
this is a good time to repurposing office buildings:
• Existing buildings are being sold out of office
portfolios, at reasonable prices
• Construction costs are reasonable with little
escalation in the past few years
• Repurposing can be completed with about 2/3 of
the investment and half the time, of comparable
new apartments
Converting office buildings into apartments makes
good use of the smaller floor plate towers that
are being left behind, and the opportunity to reskin those buildings allows for the addition of
contemporary energy-efficient building envelopes
and building systems. From a design perspective,
old towers make delightful gritty loft apartments
that are more interesting than conventional new
construction. This Green strategy appeals to many
younger apartment dwellers. It also appeals to
governments concerned with the carbon footprint there are about 10,000 tonnes of CO2 in an existing
concrete tower, and repurposing that tower rather
than demolishing it allows that carbon to stay
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PMS 7549C
PMS 7549C

Where Strategy
Meets Execution

where it is - embodied in the building’s structure.
Many of the towers are well located close to transit,
encouraging car-free life-styles. Today’s urban
design strategies privilege mixed-use development,
where people can live, work and play with minimal
travel and commuting time. Overall, from an
investment perspective, vacant office buildings
offer opportunities for successful innovation in the
apartments market.
Vivian Manasc, Senior Principal & Architect, Manasc
Isaac Architects
Hopefully the most significant change to the
market over the next 12 months will be increased
conversations and action regarding what tenants
& owners will want in 5 to 10 years. The world is
changing at a pace much more rapid than at any
time in history, and thinking 12 months ahead
is no longer appropriate. We have to look at all
components of the business and how they might
change. Should new condominiums and purpose
built rentals have redesigned balconies that will
enable drone delivery? Will we need as much
parking in our projects as we transition to shared,
driverless vehicles? How can we utilize the “air
B&B” type of sites to our advantage? How should
we be lobbying our governments to ensure that
they understand what we need to build going
forward? The taxi industry wasn’t ready for Uber.
As an industry we need to be ready to embrace our
upcoming Uber equivalents!

With sophisticated legal solutions and
a client-first attitude, we give your
rental housing business a strategic
advantage in a competitive market.
From acquisitions, dispositions and
financing to redevelopment, tax and
regulatory matters, our legal experts
take an innovative and practical
approach to giving you the answers –
and the clarity and confidence to keep
your business moving forward.

Jamie Ziegel, Managing Director,
Head of Property Brokerage, TD Securities Inc.
cont. on page 18

Robert Doumani | rdoumani@airdberlis.com | 416.865.3060
Tom Halinski | thalinski@airdberlis.com | 416.865.7767

”

airdberlis.com
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WHAT WILL BE THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT CHANGE TO
THE MARKET OVER THE
NEXT 12 MONTHS? CONT’

“

I would say that the impact of legislative change
- on the residential rental market, on property
acquisition, even changes relating to the sale of
marijuana – will have long term effects on apartment
investment and management – perhaps even in the
next twelve months.
Lisa Borsook, Executive Partner, WeirFoulds LLP
Changes in market dynamics are affecting all
regions of the country where QuadReal operates.
New and existing rent control regimes are being
looked at for their potential adverse impacts on
existing rental stock & viability of new sites while at
the same time potentially impacting investor interest
in the sector.
Nevertheless, and supporting the long-term
fundamentals of the industry, population growth and
resulting renter interest generally remains strong-the question is whether there will be new rental
stock created to help fill this demand. QuadReal is
working in multiple markets to create this new rental
stock, and we view the continuing demand as one of
the key drivers of our interest to continue to invest in
residential development.
Anthony Lanni, Senior Vice President, Residential,
QuadReal Property Group

Frustrated with the lack of product to purchase in
the market? Looking for a good investment? Look no
further than your own portfolio.
With low vacancy rates still present in major
Canadian markets and rental rates continuing to
rise, we are seeing a trend and a great opportunity
for landlords. Investing in their own buildings by
modernizing and repositioning the common areas,
lobbies and units to a condominium quality standard,
we have seen double digit returns from this strategy.
Progressive landlords are investing approximately
$30k-$35k per suite putting in such features as new
stainless steel appliances, dishwashers, quartz
countertops, ensuite laundry and new high end
hardwood flooring throughout to name a few of the
upgrades. These amenities are generating rental
increases of on average of $400 per month whereby
generating ~15 percent return on their investment.
When landlords are thinking about acquiring a
property at a 3% cap rate, the opportunity to
generate a higher return through repositioning your
building is an excellent use of funds and a great way
to add value to your real estate portfolio.
David Bloomstone, Director, Investment Banking,
TD Securities Inc.

”
Presented by

For a copy of the results
please contact
sarah.segal@informa.com
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Leading innovators
in real estate financing
CMHC & CONVENTIONAL LOANS AVAILABLE FOR:
• Multi-family rental properties

• Construction projects

• Commercial properties

• Seniors’ housing projects

MICHAEL LOMBARD

ADY STEEN

416-304-2078
michaell@peoplestrust.com

416-304-2089
adys@peoplestrust.com

Visit peoplestrust.com
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TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR SIX-MONTH, NO-OBLIGATION TRIAL
ON ALL NEW LAUNDRY ROOM LEASES!

Coinamatic laundry rooms offer the ultimate in convenience for your
residents, with the latest technology-based amenities and unsurpassed
service.
• Contact and contactless payment systems available with portals.
• ENERGY STAR-rated machines and green practices.
• 24/7 live answers to service calls.
• Quick response to service calls.
Call us or visit our website today and learn more about the many options we offer and request
a quote on the one that’s right for you!

877-755-5302 • www.coinamatic.com
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Thank You to our Sponsors of Canadian Apartment Investment Conference
Platinum

Gold

Post Notes

Wireless Survey

Hand Cleanser

Silver

Luncheon Keynote

Mobile Screen Cleaner

Breakfast

Closing Roundtable

Journal

Lanyard

Presenter Biographies

Mints

Pen

Plenary Sessions

Speaker Video Series

Bronze

Networking Reception

Concurrent Sessions

Association

AltusGroup
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COAST TO COAST
COMMERCIAL
EXPERTISE

Canada’s commercial mortgage experts
Founded in 1974, CMLS Financial is one of Canada’s largest independently owned mortgage service
companies with offices across the country. Some of Canada’s most respected banks, investment
managers, insurance companies and pension funds rely on CMLS Financial for a variety of critically
important mortgage services. Consult with a CMLS Financial Origination Expert and see how
our competitive rates and range of solutions can be put to work to meet your commercial
financing needs.

CANADA’S MORTGAGE COMPANY.™
Over 40 years, 10,000 customers and 10 billion in assets under administration.
A dedication to Customer Forward.

1.866.426.2657

CMLS.CA
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Our focus:
your objectives
your business
your growth
Being more than a lender means exploring with
you, questioning the obvious and surfacing the
alternatives to find the right solution.
It means providing trusted advice and being
unafraid to say no, when the deal isn’t right. It means
communicating transparently, so you’re as informed
as we are. It means executing seamlessly, so you
never experience any complexity. And it means being
inventive and entrepreneurial, so you get the right
money, for the right property, at the right time.
More than 5,500 clients look to First National as
their real estate partner and rely on us as more than
a lender to provide solid advice, fresh perspectives
and innovative alternatives that drive them toward
their real estate goals.

1.800.465.0039 | www.firstnational.ca
Russel Syme
Assistant Vice President, Commercial Financing
Alessia DiGesso
Business Development Manager, Commercial Financing
Tim Kennedy
Director, Commercial Financing
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